CLIMATE ACTION PROJECT
2021
It was a bright morning in Thane and the hour
which me and my team awaited came.It was
Thursday 14th of October 2021 where we
represented Billabong High International School
Thane West ( India ) in a virtual meeting held
between various schools and colleges of various
countries.We were guided by our teachers
including Vasudha Masur, Shivani Gharat and
Ranjana Solanki.
In this virtual meet call I encountered many factors
that could have been the main causes of climatic
changes around the world. During interaction with
different schools around the world, we did learn
many new aspects regarding global warming and
climate change.
The various schools and colleges that participated
in the meeting were Sterling Integrated
International College ( Nigeria ) , Adventist College
of Yaounde ( Cameroon ) ,

EBS Pinheiro ( Portugal ) , Vocational Agriculture
Training Center of Sidi Bouzid ( Tunisia ) and
Billabong High International School ( Thane , India
)
This interaction and discussion was held in a
playful method like quiz, where both teachers and
students participated.I answered a lot of questions
raised by other students, to which i gave prompt
and excellent explanation and won the
appreciation of the heads of the event.Thanks to
Billabong High International School which
developed our knowledge and made us stand our
heads raised high amidst other nation.
I played many quizzes and saw many ppts related
to climatic changes. We brought forth our country
India's efforts and promises to reduce carbon
footprints by the year 2030 by about 33-35%,
things like sustainable development goal 13 and
cooperation and protection of nature. We brought
forth our views cautioning the threats of climate
change, which is today's greatest threat towards
development and how much we have to consider
global warming in a serious aspect and take quick
steps together to prevent global hazards by limiting

global warming mainly in the terms global
temperature increase reducing 2 degree celsius
In our daily life.
According to me the meeting was pretty good and
smooth and I learnt many things
and even the different climate and behaviour of the
students of our other countries I highly enjoyed
and loved talking to other teachers and students. I
was highly appreciated by teachers of other
countries which made my day happy. I answered
many questions and even loved the answers of the
other students. So being an EVS student I enjoyed
the discussion on climate change. Yeah sooo….
That's it, Peace out :)

